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Abstract
Hydrogels constructed from folded protein domains are of increasing interest as
resilient and responsive biomaterials, but their optimisation for applications requires
time-consuming and costly molecular design. Here, we explore a complementary approach to control their properties by examining the influence of crosslinking rate on
the structure and viscoelastic response of a model hydrogel constructed from photochemically crosslinked bovine serum albumin (BSA). Gelation is observed to follow a
heterogeneous nucleation pathway in which BSA monomers crosslink into compact nuclei that grow into fractal percolated networks. Both the viscoelastic response probed
by shear rheology and the nanostructure probed by small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS)
is shown to depend on the photochemical crosslinking reaction rate, with increased reaction rates corresponding to higher viscoelastic moduli, lower fractal dimension and
higher fractal cluster size. Reaction rate dependent changes are shown to be consistent
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with a transition between diffusion- and rate- limited assembly and the corresponding
changes to viscoelastic response are proposed to arise from the presence of non-fractal
depletion regions, as confirmed by SAXS. This controllable nanostructure and viscoelasticity constitutes a potential route for the precise control of hydrogel properties,
without the need for molecular modification.

Introduction
In nature, folded globular proteins carry out a wide variety of functions, that arise from their
ability to undergo conformational change under precise chemical and mechanical stimuli.
Inspired by this, an emerging body of research has explored the potential of leveraging this
function by chemically crosslinking folded proteins into hydrogels. 1 So-called folded protein
hydrogels are capable of reproducing a variety of functional properties such as mimicking
the nonlinear elastic response of muscles, 2–5 maintaining their mechanical integrity even
after large deformations 6,7 or after exposure to chemical reduction 8 and to be mechanically
responsive to chemical stimuli. 9 The design of these hydrogels depends on translating the
precise molecular scale mechanical response of the individual proteins, into bulk mechanical
properties 10 through recombinant design. 11,12 While such approaches have been shown to be
both precise and effective in creating folded proteins with desired mechanical properties, they
have a number of limitations. Both the recombinant design and the subsequent expression
and purification of the protein typically require significant optimisation. Furthermore, the
key advantage of folded hydrogels is their highly precise mechanical response. 13 But this
advantage presents an immediate challenge: how can the precise mechanical response of a
single protein in a hydrogel be tuned without extensive biomolecular design?
In this work we address this challenge by exploring how nanostructure and viscoelastic
response can be controlled through the reaction rate of chemical crosslinking. The conventional view in the literature is that hydrogel properties, particularly for polymer gels, are
predominantly governed by the extent of the crosslinking reaction 14,15 rather than its rate.
2

Indeed, photochemical crosslinking approaches have be used to create gradients in hydrogel
stiffness by spatially varying the reaction extent. 16–18 However, even without the presence
of a spatial gradient, globular particles such as folded proteins are able to form complex
hierarchical structures whose architecture can be tuned by balancing the crosslinking rate
and the particle diffusion rate. 19–21 Similar principles govern the aggregation of proteins in
nature, where small changes in reaction rate have been shown to result in striking changes
to globular protein fibrillization. 22–24
To explore how these principles can be applied to folded protein hydrogel systems, we
construct hydrogels from the model folded protein, bovine serum albumin (BSA). We photochemically crosslink BSA via the commonly used [Ru(bpy)3 ]2+ strategy, 25 by which the
protein’s surface exposed aromatic residues 26 are radicalised and subsequently converted
into a permanent covalent bonds. While the suitably of ruthenium crosslinking for biological
applications remains a matter of debate, 27 due to concerns about toxicity, it remains an
excellent model approach due to its specificity and high yield. The reaction rate is varied
by adjusting the intensity of illumination, using a custom built device to trigger crosslinking
in situ (figure ??), with the reaction rate being controlled externally though modifying the
illumination intensity. The high resilience of BSA to unfolding and the permanent nature
of the dityrosine bonds makes this an attractive model “chemical gel” system. Unlike colloidal gels, whose assembly appears to be governed by glassy dynamics, 28 chemical gels are
well characterised by percolation theory 29 which predict a gelation process that is governed
by the nucleation, growth and connection of fractal clusters. 30 This has motivated numerous rheological studies of the evolving viscoelasticity of the gel during percolation and its
relationship to parameters such as the fractal dimension of the underlying clusters 31 , the
degree of mixing in multicomponent gels 32 and the kinetics of chemical crosslinking. 33 An
underlying assumption of the percolation model is that the viscoelastic response is directly
governed by the fractal dimension of percolated clusters. 34
Here, we use the percolation model of gelation to quantify the final viscoelastic response
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hydrogels using oscillatory rheology. The oscillatory rheological time sweeps are analysed
with a simple kinetic model, 35,36 which quantifies the growth kinetics of the hydrogel network from their initial nuclei. This allows us to quantify the critical size of the assembled
BSA nuclei, above which crosslinking accelerates, leading to network percolation. The final
mechanical and structural properties of the gel are then analysed in relation to their fractal dimension by drawing on models of reaction- and diffusion-limited assembly. 37,38 Briefly,
these models predict a well-defined relationship between reaction rate and structure such
that at sufficiently high reaction rates, the assembly is said to be diffusion limited and the
critical nuclei coarsen into clusters of low fractal dimension. In the opposite limit of low
reaction rates, the process is termed reaction rate limited and the resulting structures are
denser with a higher fractal dimension. This framework and its variants were originally
conceived to explain colloidal assembly but have since been applied to a wide variety of
different systems, including colloid polymer mixtures, 39 dynamically growing particles, 40
colloidal gels, 20,41 nanorods 42 and aerogels. 43 We confirm the validity of this framework for
folded protein hydrogels by quantifying the structural parameters through SAXS and correlate these results with the hydrogels’ rheological behaviour to derive a simple model for the
relation between kinetics, viscoelastic response and structure.

Experimental
Hydrogel Preparation
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) hydrogels are prepared as follows. BSA protein was suspended
in 25 mM sodium phosphate, pH = 7.4 and centrifuged for 1 minute at 5000 RCF, retaining
the supernatant to ensure that all insoluble protein was removed. Protein concentration was
measured by absorption at 280nm, using an extinction coefficient of 43824M−1 cm−1 , and
diluted to 10-100 mg/ml, corresponding to volume fractions φ of between 0.007-0.075, given
BSA’s molecular weight of 66.5 kDa and assuming a physical volume of BSA of 82.4nm3 44
4

Tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)-dichlororuthenium(II) hexahydrate (Ru(BiPy)3 ) and sodium persulfate
(NaPS) were added to the sample directly before use, with final concentrations 100µM
Ru(BiPy)3 and 50 mM NaPS.
Sample gelation was initiated by 1 hour of in-situ illumination with a 460nm light emitting
diode. This timescale is in excess of the typical timescale used for ruthenium-APS mediated
crosslinking (of order 10s of seconds 45 ). Together with the high stochometric excess of the
NaPS crosslink initiator over the protein, this long timescale was chosen to ensure that all
monomeric BSA would be converted over the course of the experiment, irrespective of the
illumination intensity used. Intensity was calibrated at 452nm, the maximum absorbance
wavelength of (Ru(BiPy)3 ), 25 using a PM100D power meter equipped with a S470C thermal
sensor and adjusted within the range 5-40mW.cm−2 by controlling the input current and
using a series of 1.6mm polyvinyl chloride filters.

Shear Rheology
Rheology measurements were performed using a stress-controlled rheometer (Kinexus Malvern
Pro) equipped with a 20mm steel plate and plate geometry. A custom device (figure ?? )
was built for in-situ illumination during shear rheology. Low viscosity (5 ctSt) mineral oil
was applied to the air-sample interface to prevent evaporation and the measurements were
performed at room temperature. The linear viscoelastic moduli G’ and G” were probed at
a frequency of 0.5Hz and a shear strain amplitude of 1%. The transient response of the hydrogels was quantified by a creep test, in which the sample strain was probed at a constant
shear stress of 1kPa, corresponds to the linear viscoelastic region for all hydrogels in this
study.

Circular Dichroism
Circular dichroism (CD) measurements were performed on an Applied Photophysics Chirascan CD spectropolarimeter with a 0.001cm path length quartz cuvette, averaging measure5

ments over 1s.

Small angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS)
SAXS measurements were performed using 1mm path length borosilicate glass capillary
tubes. For BSA solutions, a Anton Parr SAXSpace system (q-range of 0.01Å−1 – 0.7Å−1 ) was
used while measurements on BSA hydrogels were conducted in the Materials Characterisation
Laboratory of the ISIS Spallation Source, on the Nano-inXider SAXS equipment (working
q-range of 0.0044Å−1 – 0.4Å−1 ). All scattering curve fitting was carried out using Sasview.
Scattering curves of BSA suspensions before gelation were fitted with an ellipsoidal form
factor and a Hayter-MSA electrostatic repulsion structure factor. This allows the ellipsoidal
major and minor radii of the scattering object to be extracted. Scattering curves of hydrogel
samples were fitted using the following fractal structure model, as developed in our previous
work: 46
I(Q) = V φ∆ρ2 [(1 − fc )P (Q) + fc P (Q)S(Q)] + I0

(1)

Here V is the physical volume of the BSA monomers, ∆p is is the difference is scattering
length density between the protein and solvent, P(Q) is the ellipsoidal monomer form factor
derived from scattering measurements of BSA under dilute conditions (figure ?? (b)) and
I0 is the background intensity. The free variables in this fitting model are the fractions of
protein in fractal clusters fc and the fractal structure factor S(Q), defined as: 47

S(Q) =

Df .Γ(Df − 1).sin[(Df − 1)tan−1 (Qξ)]
[1 + (Qξ)−2 ]

Df −1
2

(2)

.(Q.R0 )Df

Where the free parameters Df and ξ are mass fractal dimension and the correlation length
respectively. R0 is minimum fractal length scale, which we define as the monomer radius of
BSA.
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Figure 1: Representative rheology time sweep of BSA hydrogel (volume fraction φ = 0.019)
during gelation as quantified by G’, G” (a) and tanδ (b). Gelation is consistent with a model
of heterogeneous nucleation (c), with kinetic parameters τ (d) and kmax (e) that scale with
φ as approximately unitary power law fits (solid line). Dashed lines are guides for the eye.
SAXS analysis of pre-gel suspensions, using an ellipsoidal form factor reveals no change in
the elliptical minor or major radii, precluding the possibility of aggregates forming at high
φ (f)
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Results and Discussion
We first examine the time dependent viscoelastic response of BSA with respect to crosslinking
time for φ = 0.019 as shown in figure 1. Initially, tanδ = G′′ /G′ ≈ 1, indicating a viscoelastic
fluid. At a later time τ , G’ and G” increase while tanδ decreases sharply. We regard this
crossover from viscous to elastic behaviour as being indicative of the formation of a percolated
hydrogel network. 29,48 G’ reaches a maximum rate of increase kmax at the point of inflection
and approaches a steady state within the observation window for t < 180s for all φ (figure
??).
We assess the kinetic parameters of gel formation using nucleated polymerisation theory, 35,49–51 which models the prolonged lag phase τ as a heterogeneous nucleation process,
(figure 1 (c)). Here, the monomers initially form primary nuclei comprising nc monomers that
lower the energy barrier to subsequent growth, thereby accelerating the rate of crosslinking.
This model is broadly applicable to different polymerised structures including gels 35 and
we consider it to be appropriate for our rheology data for a number of reasons. Firstly, its
applicability demands that the experimental observable, in our case G’, increases with the
polymerised fraction and reaches an upper threshold when assembly is complete, 52 which is
indeed what we observe. Secondly, the model assumes that the association of monomers and
nuclei is dominated by only one reaction mechanism, 53 in this case the ruthenium-mediated
photochemical crosslinking.
Two key kinetic parameters arise from this model. The first of these is the timescale
of the lag phase τ , which reflects the time taken for secondary growth to dominate over
primary nucleation. The second parameter is the peak rate of modulus growth kmax , which
is related to the rate of secondary growth. One consequence of this model is that τ scales
with φ through a power law function. To test this we identify kmax by applying a numerical
derivative to the time sweep data and use the common method of defining τ as the intercept
of the resulting slope with the x-axis as shown in figure 1(a). We indeed find power law
scaling between τ and φ, for φ < 0.018, with a least squares logarithmic fit yielding a power
8

law exponent of 0.84 ± 0.09. The value of this exponent allows us to make a number of
inferences about the nucleation mechanism. Specifically an exponent greater than 1 would
indicate that the lag phase arises from slow primary nucleation, 54 while an exponent of
0.5 55 would instead imply that the lag phase arises from slow secondary growth. Since the
observed exponent lies between these regimes, we conclude that both primary nucleation and
secondary growth occur at similar rates. Furthermore, the power law exponent is predicted
to be equal to nc /2, 56,57 where nc denotes the size of the primary nucleus in monomers. This
suggests that the critical nuclei comprise an average of nc = 1.68 ± 0.18 monomers and that
these relatively compact nuclei subsequently undergo secondary growth to form a percolated
network at time τ .
At higher φ, the value of kmax reaches a plateau (figure 1 (e)) and a breakdown of
power law scaling between φ and τ is observed (figure 1 (d)), suggesting a competition
between different molecular mechanisms. 54 The most obvious cause for such a transition
is that the primary nucleation pathway has a higher concentration dependence than the
secondary growth pathway. 35 To verify that this is indeed the case, and not a consequence
of concentration dependent phenomena such as protein aggregation, 58 SAXS measurements
were performed on concentrated BSA solutions (figure ??). As expected for non-aggregating
systems, the resulting fits confirm that the scattering object dimensions remain constant
with φ, (figure 1 (f)) eliminating the possibility of aggregate clusters forming at higher
concentrations.
Having modelled the kinetics of gelation, we next examine the sensitivity of these kinetics
to reaction rate, as controlled by the illumination intensity. From the time sweeps (figure
??), we find that lowering the reaction rate demonstrably slows the kinetics of crosslinking as
shown by the observed increased τ and decreased kmax in figure 2(a)-(b). Applying a power
law least squares fit, we find linear scaling between τ and illumination intensity and inverse
linear scaling between kmax and illumination intensity. Less intuitively, we also observe an
unambiguous increase in the steady state values of G’ and G” (figure 2(c)-(d)) as the reaction
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rate is increased. Importantly, this increase can not be attributed to monomer denaturation
since CD spectra (figure ??) indicate that >95% of the BSA remains folded after gelation,
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Figure 2: Reaction rate dependence of the kinetic parameters: the maximum rate of modulus
growth kmax (a) and the lag time τ (b), and of the steady state viscoelastic parameters G’ (c)
and G” (d). Values of τ and kmax scale with intensity as approximately unitary power law
fits, shown as solid lines. The final steady state values of G’ and G” increase with increasing
intensity. Reaction rate is defined by illumination intensity I and φ = 0.075 for all samples.
Dashed lines are guides to the eye, error bars represent standard deviation.
To explore the viscoelastic properties further, we probe the transient viscoelastic response, post-gelation at a range of reaction rates for φ = 0.075. Frequency spectra (figure
3(a)) show that G’ exceeds G” over all frequencies and that both G’ and G” are approximately level, as expected for permanently cross linked networks. We also carry out creep
experiments on hydrogels formed at different reaction rates. (figure 3(b)) In agreement with
figure 1, slower reaction rates correspond to softer hydrogels as manifested by an increased
creep. We examine the mechanistic origins of this creep by fitting the data with so-called
Maxwell standard linear solid model. This combines a Maxwell element (spring and dashpot
in series) in parallel with a spring element. This constitutive model is inherently reductive
but nevertheless provides an excellent fit to the observed creep as shown, in comparison
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Figure 3: Transient viscoelastic response of BSA hydrogels formed at different reaction
rates, as quantified through the illumination intensity I. For frequency sweeps (a), closed
symbols denote G’, open symbols denote G”. A weak dependence is observed between G’,
G” and angular frequency ω and G’>G” over all frequencies, as expected for permanently
cross linked networks. Increasing reaction rate results in increased creep strain (b). A three
element standard linear solid model (inset) is fitted, comprising two elastic elements with
moduli G1 and G2 , and a viscous element with viscosity η1 . The increased creep originates
predominantly from a higher value of G1 ,(c) representing the instantaneous elasticity of the
network while the entropic elasticity G2 (d) and viscosity η1 (e) remain relatively unchanged.
Error bars are fitting errors.
to other constitutive models, in figure ??. Furthermore the fitted parameters provide phenomenological insights. Specifically, the instantaneous elastic response, which arises from
the rotation and lengthening of the chain segments that comprise the percolated network, is
represented by the sum of the two springs G1 + G2 . The total elastic modulus (G1 + G2 ) is
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consistently of order 103 Pa and increases with reaction rate, which validates our approach as
it is in good agreement with the oscillatory shear moduli (figure 2(c)-(d)). The quantity G1
represents the later entropic restoring force that arises from the fluctuation of the network
segments and η1 represents the molecular friction from temporary entanglements. The fitted
values of the constitutive elements at different reaction rates are shown in figure 3(c)-(e). For
all reaction rates, G2 is approximately an order of magnitude higher than G1 , suggesting that
the network viscoelasticity is predominantly elastic, rather than entropic in origin. Both G1
and G2 increase with reaction rate, but do so to different extents: G2 increases by 80% while
G1 increases by 43%, indicating that the relative entropic and elastic contributions to creep
vary with reaction rate. This leads us to propose that the observed differences in viscoelastic
response have structural origins and that they arise from differences in the length of the
chain segments within the gel network. A possible mechanism for these structural changes
would be a transition between so-called rate and diffusion limited assembly mechanisms. 59
Here, when the reaction rate is high, the rate of transport is the only limiting factor to
gelation and the process is termed diffusion limited. By contrast, when the reaction rate
is low, the reaction rate is instead the limiting factor and the process is termed reaction
limited. Diffusion limited assembly typically results in structures with a significantly lower
fractal dimension and thus in lower local density of monomers. 37 Decreasing the fractal dimension by increasing the reaction rate would therefore directly correlate to longer segment
lengths. This would be consistent with our observation that there is a significant increase in
the elastic creep response as the reaction rate is increased.
To test this hypothesis we probe the nanostructure of the BSA hydrogels using SAXS
across the previously measured range of reaction rates (figure 4(a)). To extract the quantitative structural parameters we fit the scattering intensity using a fractal structure factor, 47
using an approach that we have previously adopted to fit globular protein hydrogels. 46 Such
fractal structures are characteristic to both chemically crosslinked hydrogels 60 and collodial
gels, 61 giving us confidence in our choice of model for our system. A limitation of fractal
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Figure 4: SAXS analysis of hydrogels prepared with variable reaction rates. Plots of scattering intensity (a) are fitted to a fractal model to reveal the fractal dimension Df (b) and
the characteristic size ξ (c) of the constituent fractal clusters. Curves are shifted vertically
for clarity. Increasing reaction rate by increasing intensity results in a decreased Df and an
increased ξ. At higher reaction rates the volume fractions of the fractal clusters φc and intercluster space φs begin to converge towards the mean volume fraction φ, indicating increased
network uniformity (d). Error bars represent fitting errors.
models when considering clusters that percolate is the possibility of a ‘depletion region’ that
surrounds the growing clusters. 20 Accounting for these regions is non-trivial. However, using
existing models developed in our group 46 we are able to extract the proportion of monomers
that do not exist within fractal clusters, allowing insight into the level of monomer depletion
in the inter-cluster space. Further details of this approach are outlined in the supplementary
information.
The relevant structural parameters are therefore the proportion of monomers existing
within fractal clusters fc , the cluster fractal dimension is Df and the cluster’s characteristic
size is ξ. The results of these analytical fits (table ??) suggest that, for all reaction rates,
a high proportion of monomers (≈ 67%) do indeed exist in fractal clusters. As reaction
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rate increases, ξ is observed to increase (figure 4 (b)) while Df appears to decrease (figure
4 (c)). This trend in Df is in direct qualitative agreement with simulations of reaction and
diffusion limited processes. 62 Furthermore, the measured range of Df = 2.18-2.3 is consistent
with theoretical predictions, which provide an upper limit in three dimensions of Df = 2.5
for percolated diffusion-limited structures 63 and Df = 3 for reaction-limited structures. 64
The data also imply that a significant proportion of monomers exist in non-fractal regions
in the inter-cluster spaces during crosslinking. Such depletion regions are usually characterised by a Bragg peak. 20,41 We do not observe such a Bragg peak, which would suggest
that if there were any characteristic inter-cluster length scale it exceeds 1400Å, the maximum
length scale corresponding to the experimental q-range. To investigate this depletion region
further, we quantify the volume fractions of the inter-cluster spaces φs and of the fractal
clusters φc . These variables are extracted by substituting the fitted values of Df and ξ into
the radial fractal distribution function as a function of the distance from the cluster centre
r:

g(r) =

ρk .Df
D
4πr0 f

rDf −3 e−r/ξ

(3)

where r0 is the monomer radius 2.7nm, 44 φ is protein volume fraction and ρk is the packing density, which we take as 0.634, the packing density of randomly packed spheres. We
R
integrate g(r) over volume V to derive the number density N (r) = φg(r)dV , giving us
the number of monomers in a fractal cluster as a function of radius from the centre of the
cluster. From this quantity we find that the radius of the percolating clusters varies from
140Å at a an illumination intensity of 5mW/cm2 to 195Å at 40mW/cm2 (table ??). From
the number density it is also possible to calculate φc and by extension φs = 1 − φc .
As shown in in figure 4 (d), φc and φs converge towards the mean volume fraction of
the hydrogel as the reaction rate is increased, indicating an increased network uniformity.
Remarkably the associated relative drop in φc over this range of reaction rates (2.55± 0.02)
is identical to the relative increase in G’ across the same range (2.56±0.21), suggesting that
14
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Figure 5: Shear modulus G’ is shown to exhibit strong inverse scaling relation with the fractal
dimension Df , in contrast with fractal gel theory which predicts G’ to increase exponentially.
(a). The source of this discrepancy is proposed to arise from the reaction pathway which
transitions from diffusion limited, at fast reaction rates to reaction rate limited at slow
reaction rates. (b) In the later case, the clusters are denser and the non-fractal regions contain
a lower volume fraction of monomers (figure 4). The resulting network inhomogeneity, as
confirmed by scattering data, leads to a decreased shear modulus (figure 2) and an increased
creep strain (figure 3). The dashed line is a guide to the eye.
these two independently observed parameters have a common origin.
For ideal fractal gels, the magnitude of the shear modulus is proportional to the proportion of elastically active strands. 65 Because fractal clusters have a scale invariant structure,
the number of active strands connecting clusters is independent of cluster size, 66 and leads
to the simple relation: G′ ∝ a−2 φ2/(3−Df ) where a denotes the monomer radius, 67 therefore predicting a shear modulus that increases exponentially with Df . In stark contrast to
this, as depicted in figure 5 (a), the shear modulus is found to strongly decrease with Df .
Based on this deviation from fractal hydrogel theory, we therefore propose that the elasticity of the network is not governed by the connectivity of fractal clusters but rather by the
connectivity of the non-fractal inter-cluster spacing. We rationalise this by considering the
distribution of the elasticity across the hydrogel network. For an ideal fractal network, the
network is ordered and homogeneous and the elasticity can be described as affine. 68 However,
the presence of depletion regions introduces disordered inhomogeneities (figure 4), leading
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to a so-called non-affine elasticity that varies locally. 69,70 For non-affine systems, these inhomogeneities are known to be dominant contributors to the shear modulus, 71 relative to
the contributions from thermal fluctuations predicted by fractal gel models. This therefore
indicates a direct, and previously unidentified, relation between the externally controlled
reaction rate, the associated assembly mechanism (diffusion- or rate-limited), the resulting
network inhommogeneity and the final viscoelastic response of the crosslinked hydrogel.

Conclusions
The balance between crosslinking rate and diffusion rate in hydrogel formation has long been
known to be a determinant of structural characteristics. In this study we have examined how
this phenomenon can influence the viscoelastic response and nanostructure of model folded
protein hydrogels constructed from BSA and crosslinked through standard photochemical
approaches. We show that the gelation process is characteristic of heterogeneous nucleation,
such that monomers in solution associate to form compact (n≈2) nuclei that grow to form
fractal networks. The viscoelastic response of these fractal networks, probed through oscillatory frequency spectra and creep measurements are shown to correlate directly with
observed changes in structural parameters. In direct contrast to existing theories of fractal
gel mechanics, we observe a decrease in shear modulus and an increase in creep for higher
fractal dimension. We propose that this relationship arises from nanoscale network inhomogeneity as revealed by SAXS, specifically due to the presence of non-fractal depletion regions,
whose local volume fraction is directly determined by the reaction rate of crosslinking. The
decrease in volume fraction within these depletion regions induces an increased structural
inhommogeneity, which in turn leads to a reduced shear modulus. Further validation of this
proposed mechanism through coarse-grained mesoscale simulations will form the basis of our
future work.
The overarching implication of these findings is that there exists a simple relation between
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the reaction rate that drives the crosslinking of globular folded proteins and the structure
and viscoelastic response of the resulting hydrogels. This is summarised schematically in
figure 5 (b). We expect that these principles are, broadly speaking, universally applicable
to the emerging field of folded protein hydrogel design. Even within the narrow range of
reaction rates reported here (5-40mW.cm−2 ), the final viscoelastic response (figure 2 (c)(d)) and structure (figure 4(d)) can be varied by a factor of 2.5, which is comparable, for
example, to reported changes in the mechanical response of protein hydrogels from metal
chelation strategies. 9 As such we propose that they may be utilised as a complementary,
and arguably more versatile physical tool that can be used in combination with biochemical
approaches to enable a more precise control over viscoelasticity and structure. In future work,
we intend to investigate methods to control and quantify the crosslink efficiency and also
explore further optimisation of folded protein hydrogel structure and viscoelastic response.
Recent simulations from our group have shown that the diffusion timescales, as governed
by the protein volume fraction, and the physical properties of the protein monomer are key
parameters for tuning hydrogel mechanics. 72 These principles, and those identified in the
present work can be utilised together with other tools such as assembly under applied shear, 73
the introduction of complementary non-covalent crosslinking motifs 11 or the modification of
the aspect ratio of the constituent folded protein by using chains of covalently conjoined
folded protein domains.
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